Introduction {#s1}
============

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is the sixth most frequent cancer worldwide [@pone.0047170-Braakhuis1]. In France, over 20,000 new cases and about 6,000 deaths were reported in 2003 and the five-year survival rate is still low (50%). Treatment strategies for advanced head and neck cancer have changed over the last 30 years. Strategies today, particularly for laryngeal, oro- and hypopharyngeal cancer, are focused on surgical and non surgical procedures that preserve a functional organ. [@pone.0047170-Chen1].

Historically, two clinical studies, from the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA) Laryngeal Cancer Study Group [@pone.0047170-The1] and the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) 91--11 [@pone.0047170-Forastiere1], have influenced the management of advanced laryngeal cancer. The DVA study [@pone.0047170-The1] was the first to promote the organ preservation strategy and to prove that patient survival after neoadjuvant or induction chemotherapy (cisplatin and 5-fluoruracil) followed by radiation therapy was almost identical to that after total laryngectomy and postoperative radiotherapy.

However, the use and benefit of chemotherapy remained the subject of debate following a meta-analysis, in 2000, of 63 trials between 1965 and 1993, which showed that chemotherapy on non-metastatic head and neck squamous cell carcinoma in 10,741 patients with carcinoma of the oropharynx, oral cavity, larynx or hypopharynx gave only a small significant survival benefit for concomitant chemoradiation therapy [@pone.0047170-Pignon1].

In 2007, an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group phase II multicenter study [@pone.0047170-Cmelak1] reported a high organ-preservation rate with taxane-based chemotherapy for oropharyngeal cancer but not for laryngeal cancer. Two clinical studies [@pone.0047170-Posner1], [@pone.0047170-Vermorken1] were published in 2007 which compared a more intensive induction chemotherapy regimen; docetaxel was added to the conventional cisplatin/5-fluoruracil regimen. Sequential therapy with induction docetaxel, cisplatin and 5-fluoruracil (TPF) significantly improved survival and progression-free survival versus cisplatin and 5-fluoruracil (PF) in locally advanced laryngeal, oro- and hypopharyngeal cancer [@pone.0047170-Posner1] suggesting the use of sequential TPF followed by carboplatin chemo-radiotherapy as a treatment option for organ preservation and to improve survival in locally advanced laryngeal, oro- and hypopharyngeal cancer. The European TAX 323 study group [@pone.0047170-Vermorken1] compared TPF with PF as induction chemotherapy in patients with locoregionally advanced, unresectable disease and showed that the median progression-free survival was 11.0 months in the TPF group in comparison to 8.2 months in the PF group. Although the addition of the taxane docetaxol to cisplatin/5-fluorouracil induction chemotherapy improves the clinical response and survival as compared to cisplatin/5-fluorouracil alone or cisplatin/5-fluorouracil combined with radiotherapy, it may have a higher incidence of adverse haematological events (neutropenia and related complications) [@pone.0047170-Lorch1]. Nevertheless, about 30% of patients show either no improvement or worsening of their condition after induction. It is, thus, a major clinical challenge to predict which patients will not benefit from induction chemotherapy i) to avoid toxic effects of ineffective chemotherapy; ii) to avoid delays for other therapeutic options and iii) to minimize the cost of treatment.

Previous investigations of the response to induction chemotherapy in HNSCC showed that differences in the genotypes of various enzymes are associated with variations in the response to cisplatin-based induction chemotherapy [@pone.0047170-Blons1]. Cyclin A expression in HNSCC predicted a better response to cisplatin/5-fluorouracil chemotherapy [@pone.0047170-RodriguezPinilla1]. Also, better survival indices for patients were found when the expression of laminin and syndecan-1 changed in response to chemotherapy [@pone.0047170-Nemeth1]. However, all these studies focus on only one or a few genes. Microarray-based gene expression profiling of head and neck cancers has been used mainly for the classification of tumors or to predict distant metastasis or outcome [@pone.0047170-Chung1]--[@pone.0047170-Colombo1]. Although gene-expression analyses have assessed the response to preoperative chemo-radiation [@pone.0047170-Luthra1] or induction chemotherapy with 5-fluorouracil, cisplatin and adriamycin [@pone.0047170-Motoori1] in head and neck cancer, no genome-wide microarray study has addressed cisplatin/5-fluorouracil induction therapy. In this study using genome-wide microarray analysis, we sought to identify genes that were predictive of a tumor response to induction chemotherapy with cisplatin/5-fluorouracil. We further sought to determine to what extent this gene signature was applicable when additional chemotherapeutic agents (cisplatin/5-fluorouracil and a taxane-docetaxel or paclitaxel) were added to the treatment regimen.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047170.t001

###### Patient Characteristics.
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  Patient    Age\*   Cigarettesper day   Alcohol per day (L/day)   Hemoglobin (g/dL)   Therapy   Class^+^    Study    Status^†^
  --------- ------- ------------------- ------------------------- ------------------- --------- ---------- --------- -----------
  23          63            40                     \>1                   12.1            PF        CCR        MA          A
  40          45            50                     \<1                   15.1            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  57          44            40                     \>2                   14.4            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  109         60            40                      1                    13.3            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  110         56            45                     \<1                   12.8            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  121         44            45                     \>2                   12.8            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       D
  130         44            45                      3                    12.1            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       D
  156         56            40                     \>3                   12.7            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       D
  157         71             0                      0                    11.1            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  164         60            20                      0                    11.4            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  169         58            65                      1                    12.7            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  195         47            30                      1                    12.1            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  219         52            40                      1                    12.1            PF        CCR      MA/TLDA       A
  48          55            55                     \>2                   11.1            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       D
  140         50            10                      1                    12.1            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       A
  143         62            20                      1                    13.1            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       A
  159         58            10                      1                    12.1            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       A
  198         63            20                      1                    12.1            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       D
  210         59            10                      2                    11.4            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       A
  223         65            40                      2                    11.9            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       D
  246         66            30                      2                    12.9            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       D
  302         69            40                     \>2                   12.1            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       D
  303         58            20                     \>2                   12.9            PF         NR      MA/TLDA       A
  27          50            20                     \>2                   12.8            PF         NR       TLDA         D
  39          43            15                      1                    12.1            PF         NR       TLDA         A
  76          48             0                     \<1                   14.1            PF         NR       TLDA         D
  318         62            60                     \>2                   11.1            PF         NR       TLDA         D
  329         49            40                     \>1                   12.2            PF         NR       TLDA         A
  310         58            90                     \>2                   11.2           T1PF       CCR       TLDA         A
  323         45            10                     \<1                   12.5           T1PF       CCR       TLDA         A
  353         52            25                     \>1                   11.5           T1PF       CCR       TLDA         D
  374         62            35                     \>1                    12            T1PF       CCR       TLDA         D
  138         54            20                      1                    11.2           T1PF        NR       TLDA         A
  162         58            25                     \>2                   10.8           T1PF        NR       TLDA         D
  174         47            30                      1                    11.5           T1PF        NR       TLDA         D
  350         69            30                      1                    11.6           T1PF        NR       TLDA         D
  387         53            20                      1                    11.5           T2PF       CCR       TLDA         A
  395         61            10                      1                    12.1           T2PF       CCR       TLDA         A
  413         64            10                      1                    11.5           T2PF       CCR       TLDA         A
  416         62            20                      1                    12.1           T2PF       CCR       TLDA         A
  417         65            15                      2                    12.1           T2PF       CCR       TLDA         A
  419         51            10                      0                    12.1           T2PF       CCR       TLDA         A
  213         50            40                      3                     12            T2PF        NR       TLDA         D
  427         55            20                      1                    11.5           T2PF        NR       TLDA         A

Abbreviations: \*Age at diagnosis; ^+^Response to induction therapy, CCR, complete clinical responder; NR, non-responder; **^†^** Alive (A) or Deceased (D) in 2009 ; MA, microarray; TLDA, Taqman low density array card; PF, Cisplatin/5FU; T1PF, Cisplatin/5FU/Paclitaxel; T2PF, Cisplatin/5FU /Docetaxel.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047170.t002

###### Characteristics of Patients (Microarray Study).
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                                                                  Response to Chemotherapy                                                                                
  -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ------------ ------ ------------ --------------------------------------- ---- -----
  **Sex (Male)**                                                             10                  43        13        57                       0.74                    23   100
  **Age (Years)**                                                                                                                                                         
  Mean                                                                   60.1+/−5.6          53.8+/−8.7   0.06   56.7+/−8.1                                               
  Median                                                                     61                  54                  57                                                   
  Range                                                                    50--69              44--71              44--71                                                 
  **Tumor localization**                                                 Oropharynx                                                                                       
  **Histology**                                                   Squamous cell carcinoma                                                                                 
  **Metastases**                                                            None                                                                                          
  **Smoking (Cig./day)**                                                                                                                      0.05                        
  0                                                                          0                   0         1         8                                                1     4
  1--20                                                                      6                   60        1         8                                                7    30
  21--40                                                                     3                   30        6         46                                               9    39
  41--60                                                                     1                   10        4         31                                               5    22
  61--80                                                                     0                   0         1         8                                                1     4
  **Alcohol (Liters/day)** [\*\*](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                0.45                        
  0                                                                          0                   0         2         15                                               2     9
  ≤1                                                                         4                   40        6         46                                               10   43
  \>1≤2                                                                      3                   30        1         8                                                4    17
  \>2≤3                                                                      3                   30        3         23                                               6    26
  \>3                                                                        0                   0         1         8                                                1     4
  **Hemoglobin**                                                         12.2+/−0.6          12.7+/−1.1   0.19   12.5+/−1.0                                               
  **HPV Status**                                                                                                              0.03[\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}       
  **HPV (+)**                                                                3                   30        10        83                                               13   59
  **HPV (−)**                                                                7                   70        2         17                                               9    41

The probability was calculated with the Fisher Exact Test.

Alcohol was consumed predominantly in the form of red wine.

Note that the HPV status could not be ascertained for one individual of the Responder group.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047170.t003

###### Characteristics of Patients (TLDA Study).
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                         Response to Chemotherapy   Response to Chemotherapy   Response to Chemotherapy                                                                                   
  --------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ---- --- ---- --- ----- ---- -----
  **Sex (Male)**                    15                         56                         12                  44           4            50           4        50   2   25   6   75    43   100
  **Age (Years)**                                                                                                                                                                         
  Mean                          57.1+/−7.7                 53.1+/−8.7                 57.0+/−9.2          54.2+/−7.4      52.5      59.3+/−5.9   55.8+/−7.7                               
  Median                            58                         54                         56                  55           53           62           56                                   
  Range                           43--69                     44--71                     47--69              45--62       50--55       51--65       44--71                                 
  **Cigarettes/day**                                                                                                                                                                      
  0                                 1                          7                          1                   8            0            0            0        0    0   0    0    0    2     5
  1--20                             8                          53                         1                   8            1            25           1        25   1   50   6   100   18   42
  21--40                            4                          27                         5                   42           3            75           2        50   1   50   0    0    15   35
  41--60                            2                          13                         4                   33           0            0            0        0    0   0    0    0    6    14
  61--80                            0                          0                          1                   8            0            0            1        25   0   0    0    0    2     5
  **Alcohol (L/day)**                                                                                                                                                                     
  0                                 0                          0                          2                   17           0            0            0        0    0   0    1   17    3     7
  ≤1                                6                          40                         6                   50           3            75           1        25   1   50   4   67    21   49
  \>1≤2                             4                          27                         0                   0            0            0            2        50   0   0    1   17    7    16
  \>2≤3                             5                          33                         3                   25           1            25           1        25   1   50   0    0    11   26
  \>3                               0                          0                          1                   8            0            0            0        0    0   0    0    0    1     2
  **Hemoglobin**                12.3+/−0.8                12.7.+/−1.1                 11.3+/−0.4          11.8+/−0.6   11.8+/−0.4   11.9+/−0.3   12.2+/−0.9                               

Methods {#s2}
=======

Patients and Induction Chemotherapy {#s2a}
-----------------------------------

Between 2002 and 2007, patients with histologically proven oropharyngeal carcinoma without a previous history of cancer or multiple tumor locations and lacking contraindication for cisplatin-based chemotherapy were enrolled in the study at the Georges Pompidou European Hospital (HEGP), Paris. The patients, all of whom had advanced (stage 3 or 4) cancers, received either PF (100 mg/m^2^ cisplatin Day (D) 1 and 1 g/m^2^ 5-FU D1--D5) or TPF (either carboplatine (paraplatine)-AUC5 D1 (where AUC is area under the curve, a formula that allows calculation of the dose by adapting it to the value of the creatinine clearance) and 175 mg/m^2^ paclitaxel D1 (T1PF) or PF plus docetaxel: 75 mg/m^2^ cisplatin D1, 75 mg/m^2^ docetaxel D1, and 750 mg/m^2^ 5-FU as a continuous perfusion D1--D5 (T2PF) induction chemotherapy. An average of 3 courses (range 2--5) was given with 14--21 day intervals between the courses and the dosages were adjusted to take into account individual tolerance and response. The patients were evaluated by the Head and Neck Tumor Board of the HEGP (composed of head and neck specialists, radiologists and pathologists). We studied the patients in two of the four groups in the ECOG classification [@pone.0047170-Oken1], in order to have two groups that were the most "clinically" different. The response was defined by both clinical and radiological examination; complete clinical responders (CCR) showed more than 90% decrease of the tumor size whereas the non-responder group (NR) showed less than 50% decrease in tumor size or progression of the disease.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047170.t004

###### Gene Signature That Predicts Response to PF.
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  Name                     ID       MicroArraysFold Change(NR/R)   MicroArraysp-value(NR/R)   TLDA Fold Change (NR/R)   TLDA p-value (NR/R)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Gene Functions
  -------------------- ----------- ------------------------------ -------------------------- ------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **ODZ2**              AL137500                3.45                         2E-5                      6.04                   0.0042                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Signal transduction.
  **DLL1**              NM_005618               1.82                        6 E-4                      2.65                   0.0025                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Signaling, differentiation, development, Notch signaling pathway, cell communication, cell fate determination, compartment pattern formation, determination of left/right symmetry, negative regulation of cell differentiation, regulation of cell adhesion, somite specification.
  **PLSCR4**            NM_020353              −1.35                        0.004                      −3.23                  0.0014                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Phospholipid scrambling, may mediate accelerated ATP-independent bidirectional transbilayer migration of phospholipids upon binding calcium ions that results in a loss of phospholipid asymmetry in the plasma membrane. May play a central role in the recognition of apoptotic and injured cells by the reticuloendothelial system.
  **ZNF462**            NM_021224               1.41                        0.016                      1.39                   0.1996                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Negative regulation of DNA binding, Positive regulation of transcription, zinc ion binding may be involved in transcriptional regulation.
  **TXNDC9 (APACD)**    NM_005783               1.44                        0.019                      1.06                    0.720                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Cell redox homeostasis, protein binding significantly diminishes the chaperonin TCP1 complex ATPase activity, thus negatively impacts protein folding, including that of actin or tubulin.
  **TCP1**              NM_030752               1.33                        0.028                      1.06                    0.674                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Molecular chaperone, protein folding, assists the folding of proteins upon ATP hydrolysis, known to play a role, in vitro, in the folding of actin and tubulin complex assembly.
  **SSB**               NM_003142               1.37                        0.246                      1.06                    0.675                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        RNA metabolism, binding and processing, binds to the 3′ poly(u) terminii of nascent RNA polymerase III transcripts, protecting them from exonuclease digestion and facilitating their folding and maturation.
  **RPL10**             BM981501               −1.39                        0.022                      −1.52                   0.156                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Possible tumor suppressor, translation regulation.
  **MORF4L1**           NM_006791               1.27                        0.151                      −1.32                   0.340          Histone acetylation, deacetylation, DNA recombination, repair (homologous recombination), chromatin modification, regulation of growth, involved in transcriptional activation of select genes principally by acetylation of nucleosomal histones which may both alter nucleosome - DNA interactions and promote interaction of the modified histones with other proteins which positively regulate transcription. May be involved in the activation of transcriptional programs associated with oncogene and proto-oncogene mediated growth induction, tumor suppressor mediated growth arrest and replicative senescence, apoptosis, and DNA repair, also component of the msin3a complex which acts to repress transcription by deacetylation of nucleosomal histones.
  **DNAJA1 (HSP40)**    NM_001539               1.11                        0.075                      −1.04                   0.839                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Protein folding, degradation, protein binding, response to unfolded protein, co-chaperone of HSP70, seems to play a role in protein import into mitochondria. DNA damage response, detection of DNA damage.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047170.t005

###### Statistical Summary for 10 Gene Predictor.
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  True condition = Non-responder                                                                                                 
  ------------------------------------------------------------ ------- --------------------------------------- ---------- ------ -------
  **Gene Expression Technology**                                 MA     TLDA[\*](#nt105){ref-type="table-fn"}   TLDA\*\*   TLDA   TLDA
  **Number of Patients**                                         23                      22                        27       8       8
  **Number of Predicted Non Responders/** **Non Responders**    7/10                    8/10                     13/15     2/4     0/2
  **Number of Predicted Responders/** **Responders**            12/13                   12/12                    12/12     0/4     2/6
  **Sensitivity/True Positive Rate/Power**                       70%                     80%                     86.7%     50%     0%
  **Specificity/True Negative Rate**                             92%                   100.0%                    100.0%     0%    33.3%
  **Positive Predictive Value**                                  88%                   100.0%                    100.0%    33%     0%
  **Negative Predictive Value**                                  80%                     86%                     85.7%      0%    50.0%
  **False Positive Rate (α)**                                   7.7%                    0.0%                      0.0%     100%   66.7%
  **False Negative Rate (β)**                                    30%                     20%                     13.3%     50%    100%
  **Accuracy (ACC)**                                            82.6%                   90.9%                    92.6%     25%     25%
  **False Discovery Rate (FDR)**                                12.5%                    0%                        0%      67%    100%

The samples in this group contained all but one of the samples analyzed by MA. \*\*Samples in this group contained the 5 additional samples analyzed by TLDA that were not analyzed by MA.

![Representative HES, p16 and HPV staining of biopsies from NR and CCR individuals.\
HES-NR and HES CCR correspond to hematoxylin-eosin-safran staining of representative non-responder and complete clinical responder individuals, respectively, and IHC-p16 and HIS-oncogenic HPV correspond to representative positive immunohistochemistry for the p16 antigen (brown staining) and hybridization *in situ* for oncogenic HPV DNA (blue punctate nuclear staining), respectively. The bar represents 40 microns in the upper panels and 20 microns in the lower panels.](pone.0047170.g001){#pone-0047170-g001}

Ethics {#s2b}
------

The study was authorized by the ethics committee (CCPPRB Paris-Broussais-HEGP N°2002-035) and obeyed French biomedical research legislation. Informed written consent was obtained from all the participants.

Sample Collection, Histology and Virology {#s2c}
-----------------------------------------

For diagnostic purposes, tumor samples were obtained during endoscopy under general anesthesia before any treatment. Each tumor biopsy was immediately put into RNAlater (Ambion) to avoid degradation of RNA. The biopsy was cut into 2 pieces, one for pathological examination and the other one was immediately frozen at −80°C until further processing for RNA extraction. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks were used to prepare slides for 1) hematoxylin-eosin-safran (HES) staining for the evaluation of tumor status and percent of tumor cells in the biopsy, 2) immunohistochemical staining for the p16 antigen and 3) *in situ* hybridization using the INFORM HPV (Human Papilloma Virus) III Family 16 Probe (B) kit to detect the main HPV DNA oncogenic types 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 66, 68 (Roche Diagnostics, France). Staining was performed using the BenchMark Clyde ULTRA Ventana Roche apparatus. The manufacturers' protocols were used. The HPV status could not be ascertained for one CCR individual of the PF treated group. Histological analyses established that all the tumors were squamous cell carcinomas ([Figure 1](#pone-0047170-g001){ref-type="fig"} shows representative HES staining of biopsies from NR and CCR individuals). The NR and CCR groups exhibited similar overall extents of tumor differentiation and percent of tumor cellularity.

![Multidimensional scaling in three dimensions (using Euclidean distances) of the microarray (MA) and TLDA (TLDA) gene expression data.\
The 10-gene classifier clearly separates the members of the NR (blue spheres) and CCR (red spheres) groups. 82--83 per cent of the variability is contained in these first three dimensions.](pone.0047170.g002){#pone-0047170-g002}

Preparation and Assessment of RNA Quality {#s2d}
-----------------------------------------

"Tripure isolation reagent" (Roche) was used to extract RNA from the biopsy. Briefly, the biopsy (less than 100 mg) was homogenized in 1 mL Tripure with 3 sterile tungsten beads in a Retsch MM20 Mixer Mill (3 min grinding at speed 29, 3 times). After addition of two hundred µL of chloroform, the tube was shaken vigorously at room temperature for at least 5 min and allowed to sit for another 5 min before centrifugation (15 min, 12,500 rpm, 4°C). The aqueous upper layer, containing RNA was collected. After the addition of 500 µL isopropanol and incubation at −20°C for 10 min, the RNA was pelleted by centrifugation (15 min, 12,500 rpm, 4°C). The pellet was washed with 1 mL of 75% ethanol, centrifuged as described above and dried at room temperature for 10 min. Total RNA were re-suspended into 40 µL of RNase-free water. RNA was further purified with the RNase-free DNase Set (Qiagen) and RNeasy minielute cleanup (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer's protocol. RNAs were quantified using a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer and their quality was assessed by electrophoresis using a BioAnalyzer (Agilent).

Labeling and Purification of Probes {#s2e}
-----------------------------------

For the microarray studies, a total of 23 samples and a universal RNA reference, comprising RNA from 10 different human tissues (Clontech), were used to synthesize labelled cRNA. Briefly, 200--300 ng total RNA extracted from the biopsies or from the RNA reference were labelled using cyanine3-CTP or cyanine5-CTP and the "Low RNA Input Fluorescent Linear Amplification Kit" (Agilent), according to the manufacturer's instructions. The fluorescent probes were purified (Purification RNeasy Mini Kit, Qiagen) and the concentration of the probes and the level of incorporation of the dyes into the probes was measured (Nanodrop D-1000 spectrophotometer). Agarose electrophoresis of the labelled probes (1.2% agarose gel in 0.5×TBE) performed on a microscope slide together with DNA markers (100 bp, Biolabs) was performed and the fluorescence of the gel was assessed in a Genetac IV scanner (Perkin-Elmer). Both the intensity of the signal and the profile of the samples indicated the quality of the labelling.

Hybridization and Washing of Microarrays {#s2f}
----------------------------------------

The probes (1 µg each of a biopsy sample and of the reference, direct design) were then hybridized to a pan-genomic human 44K microarray (Agilent) containing 41,000 probes, corresponding to genes or expressed sequence tags, using the Agilent 60-mer oligo microarray processing protocol (Agilent). Hybridization was performed for 17 hours at 60°C with rotation in a hybridization oven (Agilent) as described by the manufacturer. The microarrays were washed as described in the manufacturer's protocol and dried immediately in a speed-vac centrifuge for 2 minutes.

Array Scanning and Image Processing {#s2g}
-----------------------------------

The microarrays were scanned using an Axon 4000B scanner (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) at 5 µm resolution. PMT voltages were automatically adjusted to balance the distributions of the red and green intensities and to optimize the dynamics of image quantification. The rate of saturated pixels was limited to 0.01%. The resulting 16 bit images were analyzed and the quantification of the signals on the arrays was performed using GenePix Pro 6.0 software (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). Segmentation was computed with the "adaptive circle" method of processing. Backgrounds were not subtracted and not found, saturated and bad spots were discarded. Intra-array normalization (excluding control spots, 2,615 probes) was performed using the loess method with a 0.5 span parameter.

Statistical Analysis {#s2h}
--------------------

Genes differentially expressed between CCR and NR in the microarray study were identified by a mutivariable permutation test controlling the false discovery rate (a moderated t-test with adjustment of p-values [@pone.0047170-Benjamini1] using the MAnGO software [@pone.0047170-Marisa1]. Genes were selected as significantly differentially expressed when the p-value was less than 0.025, the mean fold change (the fold change between the means of normalized signals of the 13 complete clinical responders and of the 10 non responders) greater than 1.3 in absolute value and the mean intensity (log~2~(Cy5\*Cy3)/2) greater than 7. Each gene has at least one value between the two averages of log~2~(NR/ref) and log~2~(CCR/ref) greater than 0.4 in absolute value and at least one value between the two standard deviations of log~2~(NR/ref) and log~2~(CCR/ref) less than 0.5. Moreover, there is minimal recovery between CCR and NR (\|mean(log~2~(NR/ref))--mean(log~2~(CCR/ref))\|--\[SD(log~2~(NR/ref))+SD(log~2~(CCR/ref))\])\>−0.55.

A classifier, to predict the response to chemotherapy of future patients from the genes selected as differentially expressed, was devised with a supervised prediction method (Support Vector Machines with linear kernel, SVM) [@pone.0047170-Ramaswamy1], [@pone.0047170-Fan1] using BRB Array Tools Version 4.1.0 developed by Dr. Richard Simon and BRB Array Tools Development Team [@pone.0047170-Simon1]. The classifier was evaluated [@pone.0047170-Simon1], [@pone.0047170-Simon2] by using a leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) procedure. Multidimensional scaling (Euclidean distances) was performed with the SMACOF algorithm [@pone.0047170-Deleeuw1] and the Kruskal stress formula [@pone.0047170-Kruskal1]. The cross-validation step also allows the designation, among the genes selected, of those that give the best scores of prediction. It is these genes whose signature will be used to determine the response to chemotherapy. ROC curve analysis was performed with the Sigma Plot 11 data analysis and graphing software package. Comparison of the clinical-biological characteristics of the NR and CCR groups was made using the t-test or Mann-Whitney statistic when appropriate.

Reverse Transcription of RNA for PCR Analysis {#s2i}
---------------------------------------------

cDNA was prepared from 200 ng RNA using the High Capacity cDNA Archive kit (Applied Biosystems). In order to compare the level of mRNA in the various biopsies, the same universal RNA reference was used as that in the microarrays.

Taqman Low Density Array (TLDA)-quantitative RT-PCR {#s2j}
---------------------------------------------------

Forty-three biopsies from patients treated with PF (22 of the 23 biopsies that were analyzed with microarrays (there was insufficient RNA from one of the original patients to be used in the TLDA study), plus five additional biopsies from patients who received the same PF induction therapy), 8 biopsies from patients treated with T1PF and 8 biopsies from patients treated with T2PF were used in the TLDA study. Quantitative RT-PCR was performed with Taqman low density array cards. Pre-designed Taqman probe and primer sets for the classifier target genes (based upon the microarray results) were factory-loaded into the 384 well array. The array format was customized on line with 2 replicates per classifier target gene. The cDNA samples were analyzed using an ABI Prism 7900HT apparatus according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, each cDNA sample (100 ng in 25 µL) was combined with 25 µL water and added to an equal volume of 2X Taqman Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). The mixtures (100 µL) were injected into a loading port of the TLDA. For each TLDA, cDNA from the Clontech universal reference was used in parallel with 7 of the samples to evaluate the reproducibility of the experiments. The array was centrifuged twice to distribute the samples into the wells. The card was sealed and the amplification was performed as follows: 2 min at 50°C (activation of uracil-DNA glycosylase), 10 min at 94.5°C (activation), 40 cycles of denaturation at 97°C for 30 sec and 1 min at 59.7°C (annealing and extension). Gene expression values were calculated based on the threshold cycle (Ct) method, which uses the formula 2^−ΔΔCt^ to calculate the expression of target genes normalized to a calibrator (Clontech universal reference). Briefly, the C~t~ data for all the target genes and the GAPDH gene in each sample was used to create the ΔC~t~. Thereafter, ΔΔC~t~ values were calculated by substracting the ΔC~t~ of the calibrator from the ΔC~t~ of the sample. The relative quantities (RQ) were determined using the equation RQ = 2^−ΔΔCt^. The sample values were expressed relative to the calibrator sample.

Analysis of Protein-Protein Interactions {#s2k}
----------------------------------------

Manual interrogation of databases (PSIQUIC View: <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/webservices/psicquic/view/main.html>; MINT: <http://www.mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint/>; InnateDB: <http://ww.innatedb.com>; IntAct: <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Databases>; BioGrid: <http://www.thebiogrid.org> and BioLink Explorer: <http://www.diatomsoftware.com/biolink/>) was performed to identify protein interactors which for which there was experimental evidence for direct physical association with the proteins encoded by the genes of the signature. Then, experimental evidence was sought in the same databases for evidence of direct association between the interactors. The resulting network was visualized in Cytoscape: <http://www.cytoscape.org/>.

Results {#s3}
=======

Clinical Characteristics and Response to Induction Chemotherapy {#s3a}
---------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 44 male patients were enrolled ([Table 1](#pone-0047170-t001){ref-type="table"}). Women were excluded since the etiology for HNSCC may be different from that in men. Among the clinical characteristics ([Tables 1](#pone-0047170-t001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#pone-0047170-t002){ref-type="table"}) of the patients treated with only PF in the microarray study, only the HPV status and cigarettes smoked per day differed significantly (p = 0.03 and 0.05, respectively) between the two groups (the CCR group exhibited more HPV positivity and smoked more). Among the patients in the TLDA study, there were no significant differences in the clinical characteristics of the NR and CCR. NR and CCR were evenly divided among the 8 patients treated with PF and paclitaxel (T1PF) whereas 6 of the 8 patients treated with PF and docetaxel (T2PF) were CCR ([Table 3](#pone-0047170-t003){ref-type="table"}). Discriminant analysis of the ensemble of the patients using the age, tumor stage, consumption of cigarettes and alcohol, and levels of haemoglobin did not predict the response to chemotherapy (predictive score less than 70%).

A Gene Signature for Response to Cisplatin/5-fluorouracil Induction {#s3b}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the microarray results from the biopsies of the 23 patients treated with PF (GEO database: GSE32877), a ten-gene signature ([Table 4](#pone-0047170-t004){ref-type="table"}) for response to therapy was derived. Receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC curves) of each of the ten genes showed their significance for classifying non-response to chemotherapy (Figures S1 and S2). This classifier correctly classified twelve of thirteen CCR and 7 of the 10 NR (92% specificity, 70% sensitivity, overall accuracy of 82.6%, [Table 5](#pone-0047170-t005){ref-type="table"}). The classifier was used, then, to design Taqman Low Density Arrays (TLDA), a technology more readily adapted to hospital-based analyses than the microarray technology.

TLDA containing the 10-gene microarray-derived classifier were used to perform quantitative RT-PCR on a total of 43 biopsies ([Tables 1](#pone-0047170-t001){ref-type="table"} and [3](#pone-0047170-t003){ref-type="table"} and [Table S1](#pone.0047170.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the 22 patients treated with PF only, that were in the microarray study, 12 of 12 CCR and 8 of 10 NR were correctly classified by TLDA using the classifier (100% specificity, 80% sensitivity and 90.9% overall accuracy and [Figure S2](#pone.0047170.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). TLDA analysis also correctly predicted the response of all 5 new patients treated with PF and, overall (for the 27 patients treated with PF only), correctly classified 12 of 12 CCR and 13 of 15 NR (100% specificity, 86.7% sensitivity and 92.6% overall accuracy) ([Table 5](#pone-0047170-t005){ref-type="table"} and [Figure S2](#pone.0047170.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Multidimensional scaling (3D) shows that the descriptors of the classifier clearly separate the CCR and NR individuals into two groups based on the microarray (MA) and TLDA data ([Figure 2](#pone-0047170-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Although the HPV status of individuals was found to be different between CCR and NR groups (22 patients), addition of the HPV status to the 10 gene signature did not improve the predictions for the TLDA analysis and actually misidentified one of the 5 new patients (the ROC curve is shown in [Figure S2](#pone.0047170.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There was no significant difference in HPV status of individuals in the 27 patient CCR and NR groups. Interestingly, experimental evidence was found in several databases for direct physical interaction among the protein products of the genes of the 10 gene signature and other interactor proteins which form a network ([Figure S3](#pone.0047170.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S2](#pone.0047170.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The Signature is Specific for the Induction Chemotherapy Regimen {#s3c}
----------------------------------------------------------------

To determine its specificity to the drug regimen, we investigated the performance of the classifier in 16 additional patients treated either with paclitaxel or docetaxel plus PF (T1PF and T2PF, respectively, [Tables 1](#pone-0047170-t001){ref-type="table"} and [3](#pone-0047170-t003){ref-type="table"}). Using the TLDA results obtained with biopsies from patients treated with either T1PF or T2PF, the classifier poorly predicted the response to chemotherapeutic induction (0% specificity, 50% sensitivity, 25% accuracy and 33.3% specificity, 0% sensitivity, 25% accuracy, respectively, [Table 5](#pone-0047170-t005){ref-type="table"}). For T1PF induction, the classifier identified only 2 of 4 NR correctly and 0 of 4 CCR. Neither of the 2 NR was correctly identified in the case of T2PF induction and only 2 of 6 CCR were identified.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinomas (particularly of the base of the tongue and the tonsil) represent 35--40% of head and neck cancers in France (4000 cases/year) and their incidence has increased in western countries over the last decade. Here, we studied advanced stage cancers of the oropharynx because they are the most frequent thus permitting recruitment of a sufficient number of patients to compare complete clinical responders with non-responders for induction chemotherapy.

Since no association was found between the clinical characteristics and the response to chemotherapy, a gene signature is relevant. This study is the first to employ whole genome transcriptome analysis of tumor biopsies to identify a set of genes predictive specifically for the tumor response to PF induction chemotherapy for HNSCC patients and to transpose that gene signature to a technology (TLDA) that may be suitable for hospital-based use. Determination of this signature was contingent upon the use of a homogeneous subset of male patients who had identical localizations of their cancer and who belonged to one or the other of the two extreme groups of NR and CCR. The microarray-based classifier is highly specific for NR.

We also designed and tested a Taqman Low-Density Array in order i) to compare, using the same patients, the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of the microarray-based classifier with an independent technology (quantitative RT-PCR) more readily adapted for hospital-based analyses; ii) to evaluate the accuracy of the signature for patients who were not in the microarray study.

The microarray technology-derived classifier was successfully transposed to a PCR-based technology (TLDA cards) and gave similar predictive results. Further, using the TLDA technology, the classifier correctly classified all the new patients. Overall, for the TLDA assay, none of the 12 CCR was misclassified as NR and 13 of 15 NR were correctly identified. These results suggest that a microarray classifier can be transposed to a technology that is more appropriate for hospital-based use and, if further validated, the technology could be potentially useful for specific chemotherapy-related decisions. Viewed from a therapeutic standpoint, since all the predicted non-responders were true non-responders and only 2 of the predicted responders were, in fact, non-responders, this indicates, potentially, that on the one hand, a minimum of individuals would undergo induction therapy from which they will not benefit positively and which will delay alternative therapeutic options and, on the other hand, therapy would not be withheld from individuals who might benefit. However, the signature reported here is appropriate neither for the classification nor the diagnosis of HNSCC or for the prediction of metastases, prognosis or survival and it has few or no genes in common with studies of HNSCC having these goals.

Functional Significance of the Genes in the Signature {#s4a}
-----------------------------------------------------

It was not possible, nor was it the objective of this study, to determine whether a gene in the classifier is causal or simply a marker for the non-response. The majority of the genes in the classifier (8/10) were overexpressed in the NR tumors. Three of the up-regulated genes in NR (TCP1alpha, TXNDC9 and DNAJA1) code for proteins that participate in protein folding and cellular assembly and organization. TCP1alpha/CCT1 is part of the chaperonin TCP1 ring complex [@pone.0047170-Spiess1], [@pone.0047170-Grantham1]. In several cancers, TCP1 protein family members are overexpressed [@pone.0047170-Coghlin1] and chemoresistance has been linked to increased chaperone protein expression [@pone.0047170-Macleod1] suggesting that rapidly growing tumors need increased machinery for the correct folding of proteins [@pone.0047170-Yamaguchi1]. TXNDC9, also called APACD (ATP binding protein associated with cell differentiation), has been reported to diminish the chaperonin TCP1 complex ATPase activity and, thus, negatively impact protein folding [@pone.0047170-Stirling1]. Moreover, the gene is up-regulated in oxaliplatin resistant ovarian and head and neck carcinoma cell lines [@pone.0047170-Samimi1], in accordance with our findings. DNAJA1 (HSP40), with HSP70 and co-chaperones, constitutes a proteostasis maintenance system. Increased expression of HSPs is found in malignancy and HSP70, with which DNAJA1 associates, may be involved in resistance to chemotherapy [@pone.0047170-Calderwood1].

Two other up-regulated genes (DLL1 and ODZ2) code for proteins that are involved in diverse signaling processes. DLL1 (Delta-like 1) is a Notch receptor ligand [@pone.0047170-DSouza1]. Recently, mutations in Notch1,2,3 have been described in head and neck cancers [@pone.0047170-Stansky1] and alterations in the expression of DLL1 have been described in several tumors, including oral squamous cell carcinoma [@pone.0047170-Snijders1] and urinary bladder cancer [@pone.0047170-Zaravinos1].

Finally, the protein products of three other up-regulated genes (MORF4L1, SSB and ZNF462) participate in nucleic acid binding and transcriptional control. MORF4L1 (Mortality Factor 4) is a member of the MRG (Morf-related genes) family which is important for transcriptional control, DNA damage repair, proliferation and cellular aging. MORF4 is a transcription factor-like protein that induces senescence in immortalized cells [@pone.0047170-Chen2]. MORF4 is up-regulated in high degree microsatellite instability colorectal carcinoma [@pone.0047170-Banerjea1]. The SSB protein product, also known as La protein, is an abundant, essential RNA-binding protein involved in several facets of RNA metabolism and in particular in the stabilization of small RNAs from exonuclease digestion [@pone.0047170-Wolin1]. In various tumors, La contributes to cell proliferation and migration and also to invasion of lymph node-metastasized hypopharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma cells [@pone.0047170-Sommer1]. Finally, the ZNF 462 gene encodes a putative C2-H2 Zn-finger protein presumed to be involved in DNA binding and the regulation of transcription.

PLSCR4 or scramblase 4, the product of one of two down-regulated genes in the NR belongs to a family of proteins of which PLSCR1 [@pone.0047170-Yokoyama1], in particular, has been implicated in gene regulation, immuno-activation and cell proliferation/apoptosis [@pone.0047170-Lu1]. PLSCR1 can suppress tumorogenesis by inducing cell differentiation in ovarian and leukemic cells [@pone.0047170-Silverman1] and its expression has been proposed as a new positive prognostic marker for acute myelogenous leukemia [@pone.0047170-Yokoyama1]. The other down-regulated gene is RPL10 (also called QM and DNASE1L1). *In vitro* studies have suggested that the protein product of RPL10 may be a tumor suppressor [@pone.0047170-Monteclaro1].

Limitations {#s4b}
-----------

Finally, the results illustrate some caveats related to the development of "personalized medicine". Although major advances using large scale, high throughput studies continue to be made to link drug sensitivity to cancer genetics and gene expression with the goal of identifying potential genomic markers of drug sensitivity in cancer cells [@pone.0047170-Workman1]--[@pone.0047170-Barretina1], a major problem continues to be the heterogeneity in the responses of individuals affected with the same disease to a given therapeutic agent. This heterogeneity is underscored by the present study, even though it contains a modest number of patients.

Having identified a gene signature that allows the efficient classification of patients into responder and non-responder groups when treated with a particular induction chemotherapeutic regimen, it might have been expected that the same gene signature also would identify the individuals with tumors that are sensitive to treatment with the same regimen to which a taxane is added. This is not the case.

The gene signature appears to be very specific for the induction therapy used. Indeed, using the TLDA assay, the classifier was incapable of discriminating among 16 new CCR and NR patients treated with T1PF or T2PF induction chemotherapy (PF to which a taxane had been added) although still correctly classifying all 5 new patients treated with PF induction only. Thus, the gene classifier does not identify individuals who will respond, in general, to chemotherapy but rather identifies individuals who will respond to a specific chemotherapeutic protocol. The unique genetic constitution and environment of each individual may contribute to his/her response to therapy thus explaining, in part, the different responses to the same drug regimen as well as to different regimens. Similarly, different molecular mechanisms could be involved in the production of a given disease phenotype which respond differently to therapeutic agents believed to affect the same pathways. Further complicating the goal of personalizing medicine is the often disconnected manner in which continuing rapid advances in technology ("omics" of all types) and evolution of therapies (for example during the course of this study taxanes were found to be a useful addition to PF induction therapy) may occur. These advances alter the criteria (panels of biomarkers) used to classify individuals and disease subtypes and indicate that new biomarkers will need to be identified for each modification of therapy.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================
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ROC curves for the individual genes in the signature (MA analysis). Genes that are induced in the NR state are found above the diagonal whereas those that are repressed in the NR state are found below the diagonal. AUC is the area under the curve.
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Click here for additional data file.
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Summary ROC curves for the gene signature. ROC curves are shown for the MA and TLDA analyses for all 10 genes of the signature incorporating or not the HPV status using the weighted gene sums from the Support Vector Machines supervised prediction method. AUC is the area under the curve.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

An interactome network, as visualized by Cytoscape. Associations are depicted among the protein products of the 10-gene classifier and other proteins. The red and green colors indicate the up- and down-regulated genes, respectively, in the 10-gene classifier and the yellow colors are the proteins that associate with members of the classifier. The edges connect proteins for which experimental evidence of physical interaction has been reported in several databases. The lengths and thicknesses of the edges are arbitrary. All of the protein members of the signature (except ODZ2) are linked to another member by one or at most by two interactor proteins. The vast majority of the interactor proteins (24/27) are involved in the regulation of gene expression via chromatin remodeling, signal transduction and RNA metabolism with the others (3/27) involved in protein synthesis and folding ([Table S2](#pone.0047170.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Many of these interactions occur in the context of multi-protein complexes, the cellular functions of which are wide ranging and not completely deciphered. The "proximity" of the members of the 10 gene classifier in the interactome network is intriguing and, perhaps, an indication of the specificity of the classifier.
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**TLDA Gene Expression Ratios**
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**GO Functions of Proteins Associating with Members of the Gene Signature.**
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Click here for additional data file.
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